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Abstract: Today emails have become to be a standout amongst the most well-known and efficient types of correspondence for 

Internet clients. Hence because of its fame, the email will be misused. One such misuse is the posting of unwelcome, 

undesirable messages known as spam or junk messages. Email spam has different consequences. It diminishes productivity, 

consumes additional space in mailboxes, additional time, expands programming damaging viruses, and materials that contain 

conceivably destructive data for Internet clients, destroys the stability of mail servers, and subsequently, clients invest lots of 

time for sorting approaching mail and erasing undesirable correspondence. So there is a need for spam detection so that its 

outcomes can be reduced. In this paper, we show different spam detection techniques.  

Keywords: Spam, Spam Detection Techniques, Email Classification. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Communication is necessary since always, be it in the Stone Age to alert each other of predators and hunt for food or in the Iron 

Age to talk, share ideas and come up with different tools or in the Machine Age to build gadgets according to one's needs. There 

have been many ways of communications prevalent since the old ages: pigeons, human carriers, telegrams, letters, book posts, 

telephones and most recently Emails. 

The evolution of email has transformed the age-old method of communication for good, in terms of cost, usability, and speed. 

But with every good thing comes a bad counterpart, so is the case with emails. The gift of emails is been noised by some people 

with unwanted emails. And hence junk emails largely known as Spam arrived. It is unfortunate that most email users are not 

aware of the real impacts of the spam emails either at the individual level or the organizational level, that eventually affect the 

economy of the country. 

II. SPAM CAN BE BROADLY CLASSIFIED INTO THE VARIOUS AREAS.  

Unsolicited Advertisements: These are hundreds of billions of email advertisements sent daily selling weight loss cures, 

knock-off merchandise, online degree programs etc. They mainly include topics of Health and Medicine, Education and IT.  

Phishing Spam: One of the hardest types of email spam to spot is phishing spam [5] emails. These emails are designed to look 

like official emails from financial institutions, e-commerce websites and online greeting card services [6] but actually direct 

victims to equally official looking scam sites. This tricks people into giving away their usernames and passwords, which are then 

used by the site owners, the scammers, to make illegitimate transactions. 

Email Spoofing: More of a technique used to make other email spam tactics seem more believable, many spammers will send 

messages which appear to originate from a different email address than they actually do. This spoofing technique [5] makes it 

appear as though a fraudulent email actually came from a trusted source, company or organization. This builds the trust of the 

victim, making them more likely to take part in whichever scam is included in the message. 

Trojan horse Email: Considered Prevalent long time back in the email spam world, email worms are bugs which not infect 

the victim computer and also send itself to everyone in the victim's contact list. The most famous email worm was the 

ILOVEYOU bug which debuted in 2000. [5, 7] Commercial Advertisements: This includes when legit websites and companies 
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that you use send out advertisements, newsletters, and other junk messages. Most websites these days ask you if you'd like to be 

included in their communications however some will automatically add you to their mailing list simply for signing up for their 

site. 

Anti-Virus Spam: No one wants a virus so when victims receive emails saying that their computer is infected, some will 

believe the claim out of fear. Victims think they're downloading security software but they are actually infecting their computers 

with nasty viruses [7].  

Political or Terrorist Spam: Part scare tactic and part attempt to steal personal information, this type of email spam appears 

to be a politician or well-known government office, such as the FBI, claiming that you're in danger. To clear up the threat, the 

email asks the victims to fork over personal information and sometimes cash. The trick does get people to volunteer their personal 

information to untrusted sources.[8] Discussed above are various types of spam emails that are present in the inner world. While 

some of these only waste time, some even lead to leakage of personal information to unreliable sources and some result in 

monetary loss. Hence it’s important for the internet users to understand spam and its consequences.  

Spam refers to unsolicited business email. Otherwise called junk mail, spam floods Internet client’s electronic mailboxes. 

These junk emails can contain different sorts of messages, for example, commercial advertising, pornography, business 

promoting, doubtful product, infections or quasi-legal services [3]. 

A. Types of Spam 

 Fundamentally, spam can be classified into the accompanying four types:  

 Usenet Spam  

 Texting Spam  

 Mobile Spam  

 E-mail Spam  

Usenet Spam: User Network is an open get to arrange on the Internet that gives group talks and group email informing. All 

the data that goes over the Web is called "NetNews" and a running accumulation of messages about a specific topic is known as a 

"newsgroup". Usenet spam is presenting of some commercial on the newsgroups. Spammers focus on the clients those read news 

from these newsgroups. Spammers present promotion on a substantial measure of newsgroups at once. Usenet spam rob clients of 

the utility of the newsgroups by overwhelming them with a barrage of promoting or other unrelated posts.  

Instant Messaging Spam: Instant informing frameworks, for example, Yahoo Messenger, AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), 

Windows Live Messenger, Facebook Messenger, XMPP, Tencent QQ, Instant Messaging Client (ICQ), and MySpace talk rooms 

are all objectives for spammers. A few IM frameworks give a registry of clients, including statistic data, for example, date of birth 

and gender. Advertisers can gather this data, sign on to the framework, and send undesirable messages, which could incorporate 

business malware, viruses, and associates to paid destinations [8]. As texting has a tendency to not be stuck by firewalls; 

subsequently, it is a particularly helpful route for spammers. It focuses on the clients when they join any visiting space to discover 

new friends. It ruins appreciate of individuals and wastes their time moreover.  

Mobile Phone Spam: Mobile phone spam is focused on the content informing administration of a cell phone. This can be 

particularly irritating to clients not just for the bother additionally in light of the cost they might be charged per instant message 

gotten in a few markets. This sort of spam more often than not contains a few plans and offers on different items. In some cases, 

service providers likewise make utilization of this to trap the client for activation of some paid services.  

Email Spam: Email spam is the most well-known type of spam. Email spam focuses on the individual clients with direct 

emails. Spammers make a rundown of email clients by inspecting Usenet postings, stealing lists of webmail, search the web for e-

mail addresses. Email spam costs cash to a client of email in light of the fact that while the client is perusing the messages meter is 

running. Email spam additionally costs the ISPs on the grounds that when a majority of spam sends are sent to the email clients its 

waste the bandwidth of the service providers these expenses are transmitted to clients. All undesirable emails are not spammed 

messages.  

III. SPAM DETECTION TECHNIQUES 

There are lots of existing strategies which attempt to counteract or decrease the development of a colossal measure of 

spam or junk email. The accessible systems for the most part move around utilizing of spam filters. By and large, spam discovery 

procedures or Spam filters assess distinctive segments of an email message to decide whether it is spam or not.  

On the premise of various areas of email messages; Spam discovery strategies can be delegated Origin based spam 

detection procedures and Content-based spam discovery procedures [6]. By and large, the vast majority of the systems connected 

to the issue of spam discovery are powerful however the imperative part in limiting spam email is the content based separating. Its 

positive result has constrained spammers to routinely change their strategies, practices, and to scam their messages, with a specific 

end goal to dodge these sorts of filters. Spam recognition strategies are examined underneath:  
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A. Origin-Based Technique 

Origin or address based channels are strategies which in light of utilizing system data to identify whether an email message is a 

spam or not. The email address and the IP address are essential parts of system data utilized.  

 

There are few principle classes of Origin Based filters like Blacklists; Whitelists based frameworks [6].  

 

1) Blacklists: Blacklists are records of email locations or IP addresses that have been before used to send spam [9]. In making a 

filter; if the sender of mail has its entrance operating at a profit list then that mail is undesirable and will be considered as spam 

[10]. For instance, those sites can be placed in blacklist which has a past record of fake or which endeavors browser's 

vulnerabilities.  

 

The primary issue of a blacklist is keeping up its substance to be precise and up-to-date.  

 

2) White Lists: It is inverse to the blacklist idea. It comprises of the rundown of passages which can enter through and are 

approved. These seeds are considered as ham sends and can be acknowledged by the client. It has an arrangement of URLs and 

area names that are legitimate [10]. Spam is blocked by a white rundown with a framework which is precisely inverse to existing 

blacklist. As opposed to characterizing which senders to block mail from, a white rundown characterize which senders to allow 

mail from; these locations are set on a trusted-clients list [9].  

 

B. Content Based Spam Detection Techniques 

Content-based filters are based with respect to inspecting the contents of emails. These substance construct channels are 

situated in light of physically made standards, likewise called as heuristic filters, or these channels are found out by machine 

learning algorithms [7].These filters attempt to decipher the content in regard of inspecting its substance and settle on choices on 

that premise have spread among the Internet clients, running from person clients at their PCs, to huge business systems. The 

achievement of substance based channels for spam discovery is large to the point that spammers have performed an ever-

increasing number of complex attacks planned to keep away from them and to achieve the client’s mailbox. There are different 

mainstream content based filters, for example, Rule Based Filters, Bayesian filters, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [11].  

 

1) Rule-Based Filters: The Rule-Based Filters utilize an arrangement of rules on the words incorporated in the entire message to 

see if the message is spam or not. In this approach, a comparison is done between each email message and an arrangement of rules 

to see if a message is a spam or ham. A set of guidelines contains rules with a variety of weights assigned to each run the show. At 

the outset, each got email message has a zero score. At that point, email is parsed to distinguish the presence of any lead, in the 

event that it exists. On the off chance that the rule is found in the message, then the heaviness of the rule is added to the last score 

of the email. Toward the end, if the last score is observed to surpass some threshold esteem, then the email is declared as spam 

[12].  

 

The drawback of Rule-Based Spam Detection Technique is that it is a set of rules that is exceptionally gigantic and static 

that causes less execution [6]. The spammers can easily surmount these channels by straightforward word confusion, for instance, 

"Sale" could be changed to S*A*L*E so it will bypass the filters.  

 

The resoluteness of the lead based approach is it's another significant inconvenience. The run based spam channel is not intelligent 

as there is no self-learning capacity accessible in the filter.  

 

2) Bayesian filters: The Bayesian filters are the most progressive type of content-based filtering, these filters utilizes the laws of 

likelihood to discover which messages are legitimate and which are spam. Bayesian Filters are also the well-known machine 

learning approaches [11]. With a specific end goal to recognizing each message as either junk or legitimate, at first the end client 

must "train" the Bayesian filter physically for efficiently block the spam messages.  

 

Eventually, the filter takes words and expressions found in genuine messages and adds them to a list; it additionally 

connected a similar technique with words found in spam. To choose which got messages are named spam messages, the content of 

the email are outputted by the Bayesian channel and afterward look at the content against its two-word lists to calculate the 

probability that the message is spam. For instance, if the events of word "free" are 62 times in a rundown of spam messages yet 

just 3 times in ham (legitimate) messages, then there is a 95% probability that an arriving email containing "free" is spam or junk 

email. Since a Bayesian filter is ceaselessly assembling its rundown of the word in view of the messages that an individual client 

gets, it theoretically turns out to be more effective the more it's utilized.  

In any case, since the Bayesian filter technique requires a preparation before it begins functioning well, we will require 

exercising patience and will presumably need to erase few junk messages physically, at any rate at first time [9].  

 

3) Support Vector Machines: The Support Vector Machines (SVM) has successes at utilizing as grouping content reports. SVM 

has empowered essential examines into applying them to spam separating. SVMs are piece strategies whose essential thought is to 

insert the information demonstrating the content records into a vector space where geometry and linear algebra can be performed 

[11]. SVMs attempt to make a straight partition between the two classes in the vector space [6].  
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A case appears previously. In this case, the items have a place either with BLUE (ham) class or PINK (spam) class. The 

isolating line characterizes a limit on the left half of which all articles are PINK and to one side of which all items are BLUE. Any 

new object (white hover) falling to the privilege is named, i.e., ordered, as BLUE (or classified as PINK should it tumble to one 

side of the separating line).  

 

4) Artificial Neural Network: A fake neural system is a group of interconnected nodes these hubs are called as neurons. The 

notable case of artificial neural network is the human mind.  The term artificial neural network has moved around an enormous 

class of models and machine learning strategies. The central thought is to remove direct mixes of the combinations of inputs and 

got highlights from information and after that model the objective as a nonlinear capacity of these features [6].  

 

 
Fig. 1. Shows the ANN, collection of interconnected nodes 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

MD. Rafiqul Islam et al. [13] discussed different machine learning algorithms for spam filtering and presented a comparative 

study of spam filters. Their research includes a study of automated filtering and machine learning techniques like rule based, 

content based, personalized, collaborative, support vector machine and kernel-based algorithms for filtering spam.  

 

Ni Zhang et al. [14] developed a method for filtering spam emails from the Internet service providers in its heavy traffic. They 

applied their method to email traffic data captured at one of the largest commercial Internet service providers in China. They 

achieved a result of 70.4% reduction of junk mail traffic. 

 

Seongwook Youn et al. [15] proposed a comparative study for email classification. Neural Network, SVM, Naive Bayesian 

and J48 classifiers are used to filter spam from the datasets of emails. A neural network consists of data preprocessing, data 

training and testing. 

 

Enrico Blanzieri et al. [16] proposed a survey on learning based techniques of spam filtering. This Paper discussed the learning 

based methods of spam filtering like keyword filtering, image based filtering, and language based filtering, filters based on non-

content features, collaborative filtering and hybrid approaches. 

 

A.G.Lopez-Herrera et al. [17] developed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for filtering spam. They evaluated the 

concepts of dominance and Pareto set. SPAM-NSGA-II-GP is used for filtering spam emails. MOEA is used to learn a set of 

queries with good precision and recall. PUI datasets are used for spam filtering.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The Spam is a standout amongst the most irritating and malicious increments to worldwide PC world. In this paper, we 

have exhibited distinctive spam location methods that have been utilized or projected for use to distinguish spam. We have 

required organizing these procedures in a methodical and educational way, expecting that the outcome will demonstrate valuable 

in the advancing battle against spam, by permitting the intelligent choice of spam filtering by experts, and educated treatment and 

more reliable of spam filters in the scholarly writing likened with the before circumstance. Content-based channels are more 

successful than origin based channels since learning office accessible in content-based filters. 
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